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COPPER AND BRONZE
Although ten thousand years have elapsed since we started
using it, copper has not ceased to stimulate our optical
intelligence with its pink tones and metal finish. Bronze, on the
other hand, remains as appealing as it was four thousand
years ago, when it was initially alloyed by mixing copper with
tin following the discovery of copper smelting.
As colors, the distinction between copper and bronze is rather
uneasy because they both contain definite tones of yellow,
orange and red, albeit in different proportions. As finishes,
copper and bronze sport natural earthy mineral shades with
attractive metal shine and spark. Metals and minerals have
always been considered of high value and pleasing to the
eye.
The use of metal and mineral earthy tones propels us back into ancient times and the
homecoming to nature. Because we can manage the shine and spark, the development of copper
and bronze effect finishes immerses us into an ocean of shimmery, polished or brushed
pearlescent and metallic effects linking us to ten thousand years of history.

MAYA
TIGER Drylac® product ID 49/95381

Inspired by polished copper, MAYA is a mysterious dark aubergine
finish with a bluish starry flicker. The sparkling, almost invisible,
bluish metallic effect stages us under a dark summer night with
millions of stars revealing the beauty of the firmament. MAYA is
elegant providing an impression of an almost velvety surface. It
will add charm and thrill to light fixtures, balustrades, benches and
other everyday use objects.
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NAVAJO
TIGER Drylac® product ID 49/95361

Serious yet vibrant, inspired by brushed copper, NAVAJO is a
stylish, brownish reddish earthy finish displaying a much muted
shine. The countless special effect bonded pigments that bleed
through the surface create the illusion of a sandy beach blazing by
the sunset rays on a hot summer day where the scent of the
ocean tantalizes other senses. NAVAJO is suitable to recreate old
copper finishes with a modern twist.

ORION
TIGER Drylac® product ID 49/95612

Inspired by gilded bronze, ORION is a botanical brown with gold
undertones and a low shine. It is the perfect coating to recreate
mid-nineteenth century gilded bronze finishes that were usually
produced for royalty and are now housed in museums. ORION is
ideal to re-establish period light fixtures and furniture and drape an
interior with scents from the past.

Used as a set or independently, MAYA, NAVAJO and ORION form an earthy palette of modern
bronze and coppers with period tendencies and a high definition character to generate a cozy
enthused natural atmosphere.
MAYA, NAVAJO and ORION are powder coating finishes from the Natives and Aliens; a color
selection formulated to support the contemporary designer in achieving further freedom of
expression in design.
Series 49 is a polyester TGIC weather resistant powder coating for interior and exterior
applications.

Due to digital reproduction, discrepancies between the colors displayed and the actual powder coating should be
expected. For an accurate color and finish assessment, it is recommended to obtain a powder coated sample panel.

To request a sample panel of MAYA, NAVAJO or ORION contact a TIGER Drylac
Regional Sales Manager or Customer Service | email or call 800 243 8148
Find out more about Natives and Aliens
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